
Use the axleboxes on the body sprue unless modelling a later period 
wagon. Fit bearings into back of"W" irons, & fit 'W' iron unit to back of 
long solebar. Then add the axlebox fronts (the bottoms of the boxes are 
attached to the sprue).Thread buffer collars onto  shanks (about 1/2 way 
along length) then push into buffer body on headstock. Fit solebars to 
floor, with the back of the "W" unit against the floor studs, between the 
headstocks. Ensure 
components are square, 
and add the wheels.  Fit  
2 sets of brakegear (the 
side marked "F" faces 
outwards), and 2 brake 
levers.  
Add 2 door springs (from body sprue) to solebars under the plates on the 
doors.  The small triangular brackets on the body 
sprues fit on the solebar, centrally under the door. 
Hornby couplings can be fitted using the adaptor 
blocks.

SR 10ton  5 plank Open Wagon
These wagons were built using components recovered from LSWR wagons, and were 
known as "Rebuild Type 1". Construction of the 900 wagons was during 1930-31. 
Around 1950 the wagons received metal capping on the top edge, & plates to retain 
the floor were fitted to the 1st plank. The wagon were probably mostly withdrawn 
during the 1950s, by which time RCH axleboxes may have been fitted. Some similar 
preserved wagons on the Bluebell Railway have much  longer strips on the doors in line 
with the door springs. There were later "new" wagons with 10' wheelbase, some of which 
were built as BR D1/34.
REFERENCES: 
' Southern Railway Wagons Vol. 4', Bixley, Blackburn,  Chorley, King (OPC).
LIVERY: SR Wagon Brown (Precision P91) including solebars, running gear black.    
LETTERING: large S R until 1936, with 'Load. .' & 'no.' 4" high. After this the S R was 
also reduced to 4" high & placed in the bottom LH corner with the load & number. 
BR revenue stock was grey (P126). 

ALSO AVAILABLE:  SR 25ton Brake Van, SR 12ton 8 plank open,
& LBSC/SR round/flat end open (D1369), plus SECR 7 plank open.

Construction: There are two  lengths of solebar supplied: for 16'6" & 17'6" wagons. 
This kit requires the long ones. 12mm wheels & bearings are required. When first 
built, all wagons had spoked wheels, but some may have had disc wheels fitted under 
BR ownership. Remove parts from sprues with a sharp knife. Use solvent for 
assembly e.g. Liquid Poly or Polsol (Read & follow manufacturers' instructions). 
Build the body round the floor, with bottom edge of the sides flush with the bottom 
of the floor.

Door Spring
Door Springs10 TONS

No. - e.g. 9341 — 9640, 9641, 
9491, 10205, 10206 — 10256
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